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About This Game

More Power, More Zombies

In Crimson Earth 2 player gets set in the highly toxic, unfriendly and foreign lands.
Levels become more detailed and have many ways to complete. Environments are now more alive

and realistic, with post-apocalyptic setting.

New Weapons to play

You are in the strong need of beating zombie alert. In Crimson Earth 2 your weapon arsenal is
now really powerful. Shoot the beasts with electric weapons or burn them to ashes with fire.

Weapon system has got a huge update and feels even more realistic.
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Advanced graphics

Crimson Earth 2 has got an upgraded graphics. Enemies, environments, effects and weapons are now
looking more realistic. Levels has become highly detailed and zombie animations become better:

you can make a headshots, destroy body parts or just make a huge explosion.

Multiplayer Mode

Crimson Earth 2 lets players feel the power of working together on zombie killing,
as you can share this mission with friends. Try the multiplayer mode and save the planet from

the invasion!
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Title: Crimson Earth 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
EHTechnology
Publisher:
EHTechnology, Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0 compatible Sound Card

English
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This season is really mind wrecking. There are lots of conflicts(and its messed up); as individual characters or the story as a
whole. The story goes into more depth of the main plot and it gets really serious. More fightings than previous seasons. In
short(IMO), one of the best movies\/animation that I've ever seen.. Ok, So the reviews are pretty misleading. When the game
launched YES the net code was pretty bad. Some matches were just downright unplayable. But the net code has improved
greatly. The people complaining about the game not working with their high end machines have their systems configured wrong.
The game works like magic for me on my laptop. Give it a chance! Any Final Fantasy fan would be happy to have this game..
Really highly addictive game with a lot of replayability.. Nauseating. But maybe that is only me.. Enjoyable soundtrack. Some
of the tunes remind me of Oblivion in a good way. I agree with those saying relaxing music. Thanks for making this available..
This is a super great game, sad that is so "restricted" when playing against the AI in custom battle.
Doesnt allow a lot
This is how a card game in 3d should be done!
I am dreaming to see more of this genre. i suppose they weren't bad games some time ago. but they didn't age well. they don't
run on a more up-to-date machine, lagging and crashing on the regular.
the art work is about as good as one can expect from older games like this. if you loved and miss the feel of the hidden object
games of the nineties, have an older o.s. and don't really feel like playing anything challenging, then by all means, get this
bundle. but may i suggest you wait for a really good sale before purchasing it? because despite the fact that there are six games
in the bundle, it's Still not worth the eleven to thirteen dollars it's Usually sold for.. To sumarise, this game allows u to kill this
dummy in various ways to suit even the most twisted individuals, upon doing achievements and beating ur highest damage, you
can earn extyra money to buy more traps, along with when killing the dummy you unlock sandbox! The game is very fun and
additive, also not requireing an onine connection.

PROS:
-Fun to play.
-Complete game with no glitches as far as im aware.
-Great simulation.
-Addictive.
-Doesnt require any internet.
-Great value for the cheap cost.

CONS:
-Boring to play for long periods of time above 2 hours in one sitting.
-There is no tutorial (however the game is quite self explanatory).
-After completing the achievements there isn't really anything else for the game to offer (but there is a lot of achievements and
it will take a minimum of 15 hours to complete).. I played through the game a few times & fell in love with the sountrack. Kina
pricy at $5 but it's fantastic.. I enjoyed it a lot! Not many things to do though.
Sometimes it can get you dizzy!
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AS OF JAN 11 2016, I DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS GAME. AS THE REST OF THE CONTENT IS ADDED I WILL
UPDATE THIS REVIEW. YOU SHOULD TRY OUT THE DEMO!

Docking with ISS Zeus: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dBIFvdZAlYw

The game is not complete at this time. There are three missions. You dock with the
ISS,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gets real, and you head to the lunar surface. No other content available as of Jan
11th.

The atmosphere is amazing. This game is perfect for a VR headset and I'd imagine it'd really get your heart pounding. The fear
and isolation of being involved in a space disaster really does come across to you (well it did you me anyways.)

While there is plenty of room for improvement, I think this game could be great.

Pros:
- Atmosphere
- Graphics
- Controls (simple)
- Story (what exists)

Cons:
- Interactive moments are lacking to the point where they are almost pointless
- English subtitles are HORRIBLE and need to be re-written
- Needs english voice-over (reading the bad subtitles is distracting from the action)
- Better outline of a players game progress (where you are, where you're going)
- Better define what content is available and what is yet to come

P.S. If you purchase the game TODAY you will feel as if it is a bit buggy. The game also cuts short after the 3rd chapter \/
section leading you to think it is glitched. The content is not available yet.. Simple and exciting,
each game is short and fast, and requires your reactivity

p.s. kicking bombs next to your friends is a fun thing to do for sure :)
and... it is free
(although I hope the Character Customization Pack can be cheaper as it is odd to see the same skin in all games...). This is a
phenomenal game!!! It is like an old school rpg. The art work is great and the story is good (3 possible endings). And its free! It
has a crafting system, it is great and simple. Definately a must play. Only annoying thing, the English translation could use a bit
more work.. This is an absolutely gorgeous game. The gameplay is good (although some of the puzzles are lacking) but the real
reason to pick this up is the huge sweeping collection of settings. From foggy docks with spirits chasing after you, to mountains
that you ascend while the sun sets behind you, to strange traditional Japanese cities inhabited by tanukis, this game has it all.
100% recommend.. ok, so imagine BeamNG.drive, but legos, and you have guns. Thats this game. Very good shooter on the
vive. It's precise & have good graphics. The guns gives good feeling when shooting so far so good.

The game will be even better as the updates comes in.

Well worth the price compared to other vr shooters. 7,5\/10.
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